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After an over 50-year drought, the New York Rangers defeated the Vancouver Canucks in a

dramatic seven-game series to capture the Stanley Cup in 1994. For this reason and countless

more, 1993?94 will forever stand out as one of the most memorable seasons in Rangers

history.Now, 20 years later, NHL.com writer John Kreiser recounts that historic season, from

the key acquisitions leading up to the first game, to the erratic beginning of the regular season,

and all the way through the victory parade. Including stories of new coach Mike Keenan,

goaltender Mike Richter, and key players like Steve Larmer, Stéphane Matteau, Mark Messier,

and many more, Kreiser relies on numerous interviews with an array of sources to recapture all

the glory from 20 years ago. The Wait Is Over is a perfect addition to the bookshelf of any fan

of Rangers hockey!Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to

publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports?books about baseball, pro

football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about

your sport or your team.Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red Sox nation;

whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the

Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route

for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we

have a book for you. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or

a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes

overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Engine15. AftermathAUTHOR’S NOTEWHEN I was asked if I wanted to do a book

commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Rangers winning the Stanley Cup in 1994, my first

reaction was to ask, in amazement, if it had really been that long.As I talked to members of the

team that ended a 54-year championship drought, I usually started with that angle—and got

the same reaction. To a man, the players, executives, and media members I talked with

stopped our conversation in its tracks and wondered the same thing.But it really has been two

decades since one of the most magical nights in New York sports history, a night immortalized

by Rangers broadcaster Sam Rosen’s proclamation that “[t]he waiting is over. The New York

Rangers are the Stanley Cup champions . . . and this one will last a lifetime!”Over the years,

whether it’s the stars, the role players, or the “Black Aces”—the guys who put in their time at

practice and are counted on to step in when they’re needed—everyone connected with the

1994 triumph has been exceptionally generous with his time and memories. That’s also true of

the man who put the team together, Neil Smith, as well as broadcaster Howie Rose, who called

most of the games on radio and came up with a goal call that will live for generations. I’m also

grateful to a pair of colleagues at the NHL, Frank Brown and John Dellapina, who shared their

remembrances of covering the Rangers for the Daily News.Material from the Daily News, New

York Post, New York Times, Associated Press (my employer during the run to the Cup), and

the sadly departed Rinkside magazine helped me put together a lot of the basic structure of

the season and reminded me of countless tidbits I had forgotten. I hope I have made it clear in

the narrative as to when quotes came from media scrums and postgame press conferences,

as opposed to my own interviews.I’m beholden to my wife, Helen, and my family for putting up

with me during the creative process that became the book you’re reading. I’m also grateful to

Julie Ganz and the rest of the team at Skyhorse Publishing for getting me out of my comfort

zone and keeping me on track.My only regret is that perhaps the one person who would have

enjoyed this book more than anyone isn’t here to read it. Longtime Rangers and NHL media

relations director John Halligan knew more about the team and its history than anyone I’ve

ever met; he shared that knowledge with readers of his books over the years, and it was my

deep pleasure to team with him on one of those efforts. The Rangers’ Stanley Cup victory was

one of the special moments in John’s life, and his death in January 2010 was a loss to

everyone connected with hockey. I’m sorry I wasn’t able to pick John’s brain for some detail I



might have forgotten, and especially sorry that he’s not here to savor the memories that I hope

this book engenders for you.John KreiserJanuary 2014FOREWORDBy Neil SmithTHERE ARE

FEW things that give me a greater thrill than to walk into Madison Square Garden, see the

banner that reads “New York Rangers 1994 Stanley Cup Champions,” and know that two

decades later, the team I put together to bring the most coveted trophy in sports back to New

York is still so revered.I came to New York in 1989, with the franchise at a low point and the

championship drought nearing a half-century. Nine months later, the Rangers won the Patrick

Division title, the first of any kind for the franchise since 1941-42. Two years later, we finished

first in the regular-season standings, the first time that had happened in 50 years.Two years

and a few more disappointments later, I walked into the Garden on the night of June 14, 1994,

and saw the team I had put together do what no Rangers team had done since April 1940—

bring the Stanley Cup back to New York.Given the perspective of 20 years, that night seems

almost surreal: Brian Leetch and Adam Graves scoring in the first period, Mark Messier

shoveling home what proved to be the Cup-winning goal, Mike Richter making a one-goal lead

stand up for what seemed like an eternity in the third period, and Craig MacTavish, one of a

host of players I acquired at the trade deadline, winning the final faceoff that unleashed a

celebration the likes of which Rangers fans had never seen (and haven’t seen again).The

euphoria at the Garden that night was something I’ll never forget. Multiple generations of

Rangers fans came together in a once-in-a-lifetime celebration. Our players took victory laps

with the Cup on the ice while being showered with appreciation from fans who had waited 54

years for this night.John was there that night as well, and in The Wait Is Over, he does a

magnificent job of bringing the only championship season in New York since 1940 to life, from

the April day in 1993 that I hired Mike Keenan as coach to the June afternoon 10 months later

when I was proud to be among those recognized with a parade through the Canyon of

Heroes.Two decades later, fans still stop me and the members of the team and thank us for

what we did that night, and that year. I’m proud of the team I put together and what it

accomplished. We brought in players like Messier and Graves to go along with a core group

that included holdovers like Leetch and Richter as well as kids we’d drafted under my watch

such as Alex Kovalev and Sergei Zubov. Everything came together to produce the most

memorable season in franchise history, and 20 years later, those names are as special to

Rangers fans as they were when they were skating on Garden ice.The further away from it we

get, the harder it becomes to realize exactly what the Rangers accomplished during that

magical 1993-94 season. John’s book, replete with interviews from stars and role players alike,

will bring back memories for fans who experienced the thrill of that season and make younger

fans feel like they were there.PART IThe Regular SeasonCHAPTER 1An Iron HandAPRIL

1993 MARKED both an ending and a beginning for the New York Rangers.The ending came

mercifully on April 16, when the Rangers capped a nightmarish month with a 4–2 loss to the

Washington Capitals in Landover, Maryland. The loss was the seventh in a row for the

Rangers, who became the first team in the history of the National Hockey League to go from

winning the Presidents’ Trophy as the top finisher in the regular season to a non-playoff team in

a single year.“1991–92 had been a great year,” remembers Neil Smith, an unknown but

successful minor league general manager who surprisingly had gotten the job as Rangers GM

in 1989 after the franchise went through a meltdown. “Mark Messier came in and Jeff

Beukeboom came in and so did Adam Graves, and we made a lot of other moves. We had a

really good year, won the Presidents’ Trophy and were eliminated by Pittsburgh in the second

round—but that’s sort of the learning curve you need to advance.”The good feelings that

marked the 1991–92 season, despite the disappointing loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins in the



second round of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, were long gone a year later. Roger Neilson, who

had coached the team to their best regular season finish in 40 years, was sacked in January;

his replacement, Ron Smith, never found the magic touch that Neilson had the year before.All-

Star defenseman Brian Leetch missed much of the first half of the season with shoulder and

nerve injuries, then broke a bone in his right ankle in March and was lost for the stretch run.

The goaltending tandem of veteran John Vanbiesbrouck and youngster Mike Richter, dubbed

“VanRichterBrouck” in ’91–92 after Neilson alternated them for the first 76 games of the 80-

game season, wasn’t nearly as successful in 1992–93 as it had been the previous season.“We

just hit one bad thing after the next,” Smith said. “Leetch got hurt, Messier was hurt, and there

was a little bit of a feeling that after three years—this was Roger’s fourth year—there was a

question of whether he could push the guys to win.”Despite all that, the Rangers still owned a

playoff berth in the Patrick Division as the season entered its final three weeks. The

backbreaker came at Madison Square Garden on April 3, when the Rangers overcame an

early 2–0 deficit to take their archrival New York Islanders to overtime, only to lose on Pierre

Turgeon’s OT goal. Overtime losses in that era did not come with a consolation-prize point, so

the Rangers went home pointless after the 3–2 defeat, their fourth loss in a row.They blanked

the Capitals 4–0 two nights later, but didn’t win again. Instead of another crack at ending the

longest championship drought in NHL history, the Rangers went home to lick their wounds.All

except Smith, who had built the NHL’s best team in 1991–92 by bringing in proven winners like

Messier and Graves to blend with homegrown players like Leetch, hoping to come up with the

franchise’s first Cup winner since 1940—a date that fans of the Islanders, the team with which

Smith began his post-playing hockey career—never let the Rangers forget.Neil Smith knew

Ron Smith wasn’t the answer behind the bench, so he wasted no time bringing in a

replacement. Before the ice had been melted down at the Garden, Smith was introducing Mike

Keenan as his new coach.“That really came from my philosophy that after watching this team

for two years, basically the same team, that we’d better get a level of coaching that could

handle that level of player,” he said. “We now had Kevin Lowe on the team, we had Esa

Tikkanen on the team, we had Beukeboom and Messier and so on. We needed someone in

there who was going to be a ‘hard’ coach.“We needed a Scotty Bowman, an Al Arbour, or a

Mike Keenan. Scotty was coaching Pittsburgh and had won the Cup in 1992, Al was coaching

the Islanders. The only one available was Mike Keenan.”The Rangers were Keenan’s third team

—he had led the Philadelphia Flyers to the Stanley Cup Final in 1985 and ’87, losing to the

Gretzky-Messier-Coffey Edmonton Oilers both times. His act wore thin in Philadelphia, but he

quickly found a new home in Chicago in 1988 and led the Blackhawks to the 1992 Final, where

the Pittsburgh team that had beaten the Rangers in the second round swept the Hawks for its

second consecutive title.There was no question that Keenan was the kind of boss Smith was

looking for—he had already earned the sobriquet “Iron Mike” for his less-than-jolly demeanor.

Keenan held the dual role of coach and general manager in Chicago, but after the loss to the

Penguins, he was pressured to step away from the bench and focus on his role as GM—but

then wound up being let go from that job as well in November 1992. He was replaced by Bob

Pulford, who had stepped out of the GM’s role but still had influence with owner Bill

Wirtz.Chicago’s loss was New York’s gain; Smith wasted no time making the change following

the disappointment of the 1992–93 season.“We went after Mike Keenan and announced him

the day after the season ended,” Smith says of the franchise’s new beginning.Not even the

most optimistic Rangers fan could have known what Keenan’s arrival would mean to a

franchise for which the Stanley Cup seemed to be fated to be an impossible dream.CHAPTER

2From London to HalifaxMIKE KEENAN WASN’T the only new face when the Rangers



convened in late summer to try to wash away the taste of the 1992–93 season.Vanbiesbrouck

was gone. The 1993 expansion that added the Florida Panthers and Anaheim Mighty Ducks

meant that the Rangers finally had to decide between Vanbiesbrouck and Mike Richter for the

No. 1 goaltending job. Richter had the advantage of being younger, so though Vanbiesbrouck

played in 48 games during 1992–93, 10 more than Richter, Smith traded the older goaltender

to the Vancouver Canucks; they put him into the expansion draft, where he was snapped up by

the Panthers.“I don’t know why they made the decision the way they did. I was really

disappointed to leave New York,” Vanbiesbrouck said years later.Smith said the rules of the

NHL expansion that added the Anaheim Mighty Ducks and the Florida Panthers finally forced

him to choose one goaltender, and he went with the younger one.“We were bringing in Richter,

he was the younger guy, and the incumbent was Vanbiesbrouck,” Smith said. “The expansion

draft came along, and the rules of the expansion draft were that you could only protect one

goaltender—but you could only lose one goaltender. That led me into the situation of how we

could either trade John Vanbiesbrouck and just not lose him for nothing.”Considering that

Vanbiesbrouck went on to win 374 games and lead the Florida Panthers to the 1996 Stanley

Cup Final, Smith’s feeling that “I thought he was a goalie worth something” is an

understatement.That “something” turned out to be defenseman Doug Lidster, who came from

the Canucks for Vanbiesbrouck in a trade that enabled the Rangers to keep Richter and the

Canucks to avoid losing either Kirk McLean or Kay Whitmore.“I knew it was coming,” said

Lidster, who had played 71 games for the Canucks in 1992–93 and would end up playing fewer

than half that many in New York. “I was at the point in my career where I was going to be a free

agent, and Vancouver wanted to go a little bit younger. I didn’t fit into their plans. With the

[expansion] draft that year, I got traded for John Vanbiesbrouck.“Going to New York was

something I never thought about, but we really, really enjoyed New York. It was a real blessing

for us to go there, for a number of reasons. Obviously the hockey was first, though from a

playing standpoint it wasn’t the easiest year—I went from being a regular to a part-time player,

which was very difficult. But there were so many other things that were really good. We had a

chance to win [the Stanley Cup], and that was always in the back of our mind—and it was

probably in the back of the mind of a lot of the players who were in a similar boat, guys like

Eddie Olczyk and Nick Kypreos and Phil Bourque. They were guys who could play for other

teams but who were part-time guys with the Rangers.“It’s not an easy position to be in when

you’ve been a regular player, but most of us felt this team could do something special. For me,

I was very fortunate to be able to hang in there, and it kind of all worked out in the end.”Glenn

Healy, a journeyman goaltender who had spent the previous season with the archrival

Islanders and had carried them to a stunning upset of the two-time defending champion

Pittsburgh Penguins to get the Isles into the semifinals, took Vanbiesbrouck’s place. The

Islanders allowed him to leave in the expansion draft, and he went from Anaheim to Tampa Bay

to the Rangers in less than 48 hours.“It was ironic that we got Healy, because he had been a

big part of the Islanders finishing ahead of us and eventually getting to the semifinals,” Smith

said. “We had gotten Tampa Bay’s third-round pick because they signed Rob Zamuner.

[Lightning general manager] Phil Esposito says to me at the expansion draft, ‘Will you give me

back my third-round pick if I pick Glenn Healy in the expansion draft?’ I said I would, so he

picked Healy and gave him to me.“Now we had Richter and Healy—and Healy had beaten us

game after game on Long Island. It was stunning to our biggest rival that all of a sudden, their

goalie was on the Rangers.”But it took Healy a little time to find out that he’d be playing for the

other side of New York’s biggest hockey rivalry in 1993–94.“Certain teams don’t make trades

with other teams, and the Rangers and Islanders are two teams that don’t make very many



trades [with one another],” said Healy, now a TV analyst for the CBC. “To have a player play for

the Islanders and the Rangers is very unusual. It was a weird time. I got picked by Anaheim in

the expansion draft, and I was in Ireland with a bunch of guys from the Islanders—Pat Flatley

and that company. This was back in the day when there were no cell phones. Anaheim picks

me and I have no idea, no ability to talk to anybody. The next day there’s one player who can

be picked by Tampa, and they pick me. Again, I have no idea. Then the Rangers work out a

deal.“It was only Pat Flatley calling his mom; his mom told him days later. I’m sure the Rangers

were thinking, ‘What’s up with this Healy guy? We can’t even get hold of him?’ I had no idea.

Then I saw Pat Flatley walking through a pub in Ireland, and he told me, “You’re no longer an

Islander. You’re a Ranger.’ I was shocked.”Smith also brought in free agent left wing Greg

Gilbert—a player he knew from his early days in hockey with the Islanders. Gilbert was part of

the Isles’ Stanley Cup–winning teams in 1982 and 1983—beating several of his new

teammates, including Messier, Esa Tikkanen, and Kevin Lowe—in the ’83 Final (and losing the

following year).Still, the core of the team that came to camp in September 1993 was the group

that had led the Rangers to the Presidents’ Trophy in 1991–92.“I personally think they should

have won in ’91–92,” remembers John Dellapina, a longtime writer for the Daily News before he

moved into the NHL offices in New York. “I think the Pittsburgh series freakishly turned against

them when [Adam] Graves slashed Mario Lemieux [in Game 2 of the Patrick Division Final]. I

think to this day that worked against the Rangers—Adam was their best forward at that point;

Mark [Messier] was diminished from the Devils series. If they had won that year, obviously all of

history is different—Roger [Neilson] is a winner, Keenan never comes, different things

happen.“1992–93 was almost one long hangover. Brian [Leetch] gets hurt; the things that

happened that year just set it up for the next year. The bottom line is that I don’t think they were

a bad team in 1992–93. They were still one of the top teams, to which a bunch of things

happened and there were a bunch of things they did to themselves. In 1993–94, they were

ready. It was their time to do it. They made a lot of changes, but the core stayed the same, and

the core won the Cup.”Frank Brown, Dellapina’s colleague at the Daily News (and later with the

NHL), agrees.“The year they were really supposed to win was the previous season,” he says.

“The number of years without a championship made every year a year of expectation. But the

expectations were for ’92–93, and when those fell through, there was partially a feeling of ‘This

will never happen, no matter what.’“It may have partially been that there was so much deflation

from the prior year. That was also the year when there was so much division with Roger

Neilson, there was great debate over whether Richter should be the goalie as opposed to

Vanbiesbrouck, and so many other things that were unresolved. When Mike Keenan came in,

he was viewed as the 180-degree turnaround from Roger Nielson even though they had roots

together and Keenan was very much a product of the Roger Nielson school.”To Brown, the fact

that Keenan and Messier—two of hockey’s most intense personalities—already had a working

relationship was vital.“It’s reasonable to suppose that Keenan took the best of whatever

Roger’s core philosophy was and added to it with whatever the best of his own core philosophy

was, and turned it into something that would, or could, be a successful beacon of change in

terms of the culture the room needed to have, with a proponent in Mark Messier,” Brown

remembers. “If this was the way Mike wanted it done, this was the way it was probably going to

be done.”The reconstituted Rangers got together earlier than usual because management had

committed to play a pair of games against the Toronto Maple Leafs in London in a

“tournament” named the Mustard Cup (the event was sponsored by French’s).Smith, who had

signed off on the idea, thought it would be a good bonding experience.“It was really good for

the team to get together and do that,” he said. “It gave them an early start and helped get



everyone together. We had brought in a lot of young guys and they had to mix.”Healy noted

one other benefit of the early start: Unlike most training camps, which include junior prospects

and minor leaguers, the cast that showed up to get ready for the trip to London was largely the

same group that would take the ice on opening night—and he liked what he saw.“The first day

of training camp, we had a small camp because we went to London,” Healy said. “We didn’t

invite a lot of players—it was basically your team. Just the pace of play from day one was

incredible. It was like, ‘This is a really good team.’“We got up in the morning, we had a practice,

we flew to London, we had a practice, and we played [two] games—with our team. No junior

kids, no American Hockey League players. Our team. It was business right from the start.”It

wasn’t exactly the Stanley Cup, but the Rangers did go home with a trophy by beating the

Leafs 3–1 and 5–3 at Wembley Arena. Winning the Mustard Cup was an objective for Keenan,

who knew that his team needed to rebuild the confidence that had been shattered the previous

season.“It’s nice to start this way, particularly with a group that had a fragile confidence level to

begin with,” he told the media after winning his first two games behind the Rangers’ bench.Said

Smith with a laugh 20 years later: “Mike never goes into anything without trying to win. He put a

fair amount of emphasis on winning, and we did win. It got us off on the right foot.”Lidster, who

was still getting used to his new teammates and surroundings, feels that Keenan’s push to win

the Mustard Cup was part of a bigger plan.“Mike was a pedal-to-the-metal type of guy,” he said.

“I think he pretty much knew what he wanted. Right from the start, it was ‘We were playing to

win, we were going to win a Stanley Cup.’ He looked it right in the face. I think that’s the best

thing he did—there was such a ‘mystique’ or an ‘albatross’ about not having won the Cup in 54

years. He came in and painted the whole picture and said, ‘This is what we’re going to do.’”The

six-day trip did more than give the Rangers practice in lifting a trophy. It was a bonding

experience that helped build the morale that had been wiped out by their collapse five months

earlier before training camp formally began in Glens Falls, New York.“The guys were really

excited about getting back together early,” Messier told the media after the weekend’s success

got him talking about winning the Stanley Cup. “This has really been an opportunity for us to

get the season off on the right foot.”The trophy came from the flea market held in the parking

lot next door. The Rangers didn’t mind. After five days in London, the Rangers had won over

the British fans, taken in a few sights, and rebuilt some of their shattered confidence.“The NHL

forgot the trophy for the Mustard Cup,” Healy remembers. “They went across to the Wembley

Flea Market, which was right there, and they bought this claret jug made out of brass. That’s

what they gave to us that day. I can remember Mess looking at the trophy and going, ‘What’s

this? This is the trophy?’ I think Neil [Smith] took it, but Mess definitely left it in the locker

room.”Unlike conventional NHL preseason games, in which teams have upward of 40 players

from which to choose their rosters, these two games gave Keenan the opportunity to see the

nucleus of his team on the ice at the same time. Although he mixed lines often—particularly to

see if Graves, Eddie Olczyk, and Tikkanen were capable of playing center, where the Rangers

were short-handed—Keenan did not have many surprises when it came to line

combinations.“Right from the start, when we went over to England, it was ‘Play to win.’ There

was no exhibition season like it typically happens; it was just ‘boom, let’s go,’ right from the

start,” Lidster remembers. “That’s how the whole season went—it was ‘Go hard, boys’ right

from the beginning.”On defense, the most notable change was Joby Messier’s presence as

Brian Leetch’s defensive partner on the top blue-line duo in both games because his regular

partner, Jeff Beukeboom, was embroiled in a salary dispute that wound up not being settled

until after the season was well under way.Beukeboom’s absence led to another trade that

turned out to be a good one for the Rangers.“One of the best trades I ever made, and one that



has flown way under the radar, was getting defenseman Alexander Karpovtsev,” Smith

remembers of a September 7 deal that sent forward Mike Hurlbut to the Quebec Nordiques.

“Karpovtsev turned out to be a big part of our team.”As the Rangers prepared for their first

game, a visit from the Boston Bruins on October 5, 1993, optimism was in the air.“I would

never want to judge a team that has never gone through controversy, and we certainly went

through controversy last year,” Messier told the media before opening night. “But what I see

now is a group of guys who are committed to each other and to the same goals. We went

through some tough times, and we stuck together, and I think it’s going to help us take off this

year.”The range of predictions ran the gamut from Stanley Cup contender to a second straight

season of missing the playoffs. Not even Smith had a complete feel for what his team was

going to do.“Did I know how good we were? No?” he remembers. “You’re very optimistic. It’s

very exciting. But the year before I thought we were going to be really good too. All I knew is

that with Keenan there, you felt like it was going to be a heck of a ride.”Healy, the newcomer

who hadn’t been part of the previous season’s collapse, felt the Rangers were primed for big

things.“Right from the start,” he remembers, “you just knew it was going to be a good year.”To

paraphrase a line from Jim Bouton in Ball Four, there’s opening night—and Opening Night. It all

depends on how you look at it. The 18,200 fans who packed Madison Square Garden that

night would have looked at the 4–3 loss to the Bruins as the former.The Rangers led 1–0 in the

first period and 2–1 early in the third, but Daniel Marois tied it before goals by Joe Juneau and

Cam Neely put Boston up by two. Alexei Kovalev’s power-play goal with 45 seconds remaining

merely made the outcome close.Keenan said his team was “overpsyched.” The packed house

was something less than enthused after watching the Rangers’ eighth consecutive loss on

Garden ice, dating back to the previous spring.“I know that we’re all looking to get the fans on

our side, get our confidence back, and get the momentum going,” Richter told the media after a

27-save performance. “It was disappointing because it was a game we should have won, and

we let it get away.”Two nights later, the Rangers spotted the Lightning an early 2–0 lead, roared

back to go in front 5–3 in the third period, and survived a late Tampa Bay goal to leave the

Garden with a 5–4 victory. But they spent most of October trying to find themselves. They were

5–5–1 through 11 games before finishing the month with consecutive 4-1 victories at Hartford

on October 30 and against the New Jersey Devils at Halifax, Nova Scotia, one night later.The

win against the Devils in a game played before 8,200 at the Metro Centre in Halifax (10,000

fewer than would have packed the Garden, where the Rangers had lost only two of their

previous 14 meetings with their cross-river rivals), was a foreshadowing of things to come. The

Devils had begun the season with the kind of hot start the Rangers had hoped for, winning

their first seven games and entering the neutral-site showdown with eight victories in their first

nine games.But the combination of Sergei Nemchinov, Mike Gartner, and Richter proved to be

too much for New Jersey. Nemchinov and Gartner each scored twice for the Rangers, while

Richter continued to grow into the role of starting goaltender by making 23 saves on a night the

Rangers outshot the Devils 37–24 and drove rookie Martin Brodeur to the bench for the third

period.It was the sixth straight start for Richter, who had split time with Healy in the first couple

of weeks of the season after dividing time with Vanbiesbrouck for the first four seasons of his

career.Howie Rose, who was assuming more and more of the radio responsibilities for the

Rangers as Marv Albert’s TV assignments continued to grow, says Keenan likely had a major

role in Smith’s decision to keep Richter and let Vanbiesbrouck go.“I think Mike Keenan had a

lot to do with that choice,” he remembers. “I did the 1993 Final, the Los Angeles-Montreal

series, with him. I didn’t know Keenan at all before that series started and we worked together.

We got to know each other pretty well, and I developed a pretty strong bond with him. I asked



him right around that time if he knew who he wanted to be his goaltender, Vanbiesbrouck or

Richter, and he instantly said ‘Richter.’ The way he said it, knowing Mike, it was as much his

call as anyone’s.”Now it was Keenan backing his words with actions. The game against the

Devils was his sixth start in a row. Richter was beaten only once, when Bernie Nicholls tipped

in a Scott Stevens slap shot late in the first period to tie the game at 1–1.Richter had lost his

first four starts, but the win against New Jersey gave him a 3–0–1 mark in his four more recent

starts.“You look at it as a great, great opportunity to go out and prove yourself again,” Richter

told the media when asked about getting a long string of starts. “When someone does that for

you, you want to reward them by really playing well.“I’m starting to feel comfortable on the ice. I

think I’ve played well and done specific things well in certain games, but I just haven’t had it for

60 minutes.”Despite the victory, the Rangers finished their first month under their new coach

with a 7–5–1 record. In retrospect, Rose says he expected the Rangers to have some growing

pains under Keenan, whose style was unlike anything most of the players had ever seen.“It’s

not a surprise that they got off to a slow start under Keenan,” he remembers. “He had a style

that they weren’t used to. Roger Neilson’s style certainly wasn’t like that. Keenan’s style was to

be aggressive no matter whether the Rangers were up or down in the game. Adjusting to that

kind of style had to take some time.”One person who wasn’t in Halifax that night was Smith.

The GM was at Chicago Stadium watching the Philadelphia Flyers win a 9–6 track meet

against the hometown Blackhawks. With two days off before his team’s next game, Smith was

already shopping for ways to improve his team.With the Devils at 8–2–0 even after the loss to

the Rangers, Smith knew something had to be done. The catalyst for improvement turned out

to be as simple as bringing in one of Keenan’s former players from Chicago.EASTERN

CONFERENCE Through games of October 31, 1993CHAPTER 3Getting It TogetherSTEVE

LARMER HAD spent 11 full seasons with the Chicago Blackhawks, playing under Keenan on

the team that went to the 1992 Stanley Cup Final and never missing a game—884 in a row

without calling in sick. He was less than a season away from breaking Doug Jarvis’s NHL iron

man record of 964 games.But while Larmer was among the NHL’s more media-shy players, he

was also a man of determination. He didn’t see eye to eye with Darryl Sutter, Keenan’s

replacement, and dropped to 35 goals and 70 points for a Chicago team that went through its

own disappointing season in 1992–93.Larmer decided it was time for a change, even if it

meant surrendering his chance at history.“It wasn’t money,” Larmer told a writer when asked

about his reasons for the trade. “We never talked about money. It was a decision I made [the

previous] April; that I felt it was time to move on.“It wasn’t even the way I was being used. I had

become stale and a little complacent, and I thought maybe a change of scenery would help to

rejuvenate me. It was something that was important to me.”The Blackhawks refused to trade

him during the summer of 1993, so when the pucks dropped that fall, Larmer stayed home—

sacrificing a chance to break the NHL’s record for consecutive games played. Larmer had

never missed a regular-season game in 11 full NHL seasons; he played 884 consecutive

games but saw the third-longest streak in NHL history end when he wasn’t in uniform for the

Blackhawks on opening night.With the Rangers’ up-and-down team needing a boost, Smith

saw an opportunity.“[Larmer] was the iron man in the NHL, but he pulled himself out and said

‘I’m not reporting until you trade me,’ Smith remembers. “It wasn’t over money. Keenan really

wanted Larmer, and I knew how good Larmer was.In addition, the Rangers were looking to

unload a few players of their own. With the offseason acquisitions of Karpovtsev and Lidster,

the brilliance of Leetch, and the presence of veterans Kevin Lowe and Jay Wells—and the

promise of regaining Beukeboom once his contract situation was resolved—the Rangers were

swimming in defensemen. Smith and Keenan knew they had an excess of defensemen,



perhaps hockey’s most valuable commodity—and they had plans as to what they wanted to do

with it.“We went through the first few games, and [Keenan] didn’t like certain guys on the team.

One of them was James Patrick; he didn’t particularly like him. I don’t think he cared much for

[forward Darren] Turcotte either.”James Patrick had been a productive defenseman for a

decade when the 1993–94 season began. He was two years removed from the best offensive

season of his career, a 14-goal, 71-point performance in 1991–92 that was overshadowed by

Leetch’s 102-point, Norris Trophy–winning season. But he had slumped to five goals and 26

points the following season, managed only three assists in six games in October 1993, and

had seen a lot of his offensive responsibilities taken over by a young Russian defenseman

named Sergei Zubov (a fifth-round pick that Smith had snagged four years earlier in exchange

for sending Guy Lafleur to Quebec for a two-year love-in).
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